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Industry demands are pushing for small DC-DC converter modules with increasing capabilities.  Power delivered, 

and hence dissipated per cubic inch is increasing. This results in modules tending to heat up more than older 

lower power density designs.  Higher module temperatures generally correlate to reduced reliability.  In order to 

counter this tendency, and ensure the latest modules are equally or more reliable than their predecessors; it’s 

necessary ensure that circuit and component thermal limitations are not exceeded.  For this to happen, the 

designer must be able to confirm the temperature behaviors of the parts and circuitry.   

 

As a first order of business, the designer should consider how reliability is defined what its relation to temperature 

is.  Some failures cause parts to completely cease function, but others are performance related.  Some failures 

are permanent; others reverse with changing environmental conditions, some mechanical others electrical.  

Awareness is important to be able to discern if a thermal behavior is a failure, cause for concern, or just a point of 

note.   

 

It’s assumed the designer is familiar with the chemical and physical mechanisms that relate temperature, 

functionality and reliability.  Hence the topic is measuring the thermal behavior of the DC-DC module and its 

components.  This article will focus on showing some practical techniques for making thermal measurements as 

applicable in a DC-DC engineering environment.  Despite the stated scope, one design caveat worth stating is:  

temperature measurements made at room temperature do not necessarily have linear interpolations to elevated 

temperatures.  The experimenter is advised to conduct actual testing at all expected operating temperature 

extremes.   

 

The terms DC-DC, power module, open frame, etc will be generally interchangeable in discussion about the 

temperature measuring techniques.   

 

BACKGROUND 
 

DC-DC converter power modules are devices that can be simplified to a four terminal box.  The input terminals 

are connected to a source at a DC voltage.  The output terminals are connected to a load, which absorbs 

electrical 



 

energy at a DC voltage.  The DC-DC box function is to create compatibility between the input source, and output 

load.  For example, the input is connected to a source delivering electrical power at 3.3V.  The output is 

connected  

to a load, absorbing electrical power at 1V.  Then the DC-DC box “converts” the 3.3V into 1V.  Hence the term 

DC-DC converter.   

 

The DC-DC modules dissipate power because they aren’t completely efficient in their voltage conversion.   For 

example:  A typical device using up to date technology, could convert at 94% efficiency.  If this device’s output 

requirement was delivering 20A at 1.5V.  The power delivered would be 1.5V *20A=30W, the total power used 

would be 1.5V *20A/.94=31.9W.  The difference in power delivered and used would be 1.9W.  The undelivered 

power would convert form from electrical to heat, and ultimately transfer into the surroundings.  When power is 

dissipated in a module, its temperature will rise compared to its surroundings, which facilitates a heat transfer.  

Given a steady state environment, and power dissipation, the module temperature will rise from an initial value 

until some time when the energy flow from the module through all modes equals the energy flow into it.  At that 

point, the temperature will stabilize.   

 

In other words, if we start with initial conditions of no power, then apply it, the electrical power delivered into the 

module, less the electrical power delivered to the load, is the power dissipated in the DC-DC.  This dissipated 

power will ultimately equal that leaving the module by heat transfer via:  convection, direct conduction, and 

radiation.  The module temperatures will start at some initial value, rise, then level off at a steady state value.   

 

In short, for a steady state system (energy is not accumulating in the system) with defined boundaries, the energy 

into the system equals the energy out of the system.  Application of the 1st Law of thermodynamics (conservation 

of energy) illustrates how equilibrium of the system is maintained through the shifting between forms of energy. 

 

For a bounded system, the 1st law may be written as: Q=∆E+W  Net heat transfer =energy accumulation + net 

work.   

 

For reference, the basic equations of heat transfer are:   

 

Conduction: 
L
∆TkAqCOND −=    

qCOND= conductive heat transfer, k= thermal conductivity, A= area across which conduction occurs, ∆T= temperature difference across which 

conduction occurs, L= distance across which conduction occurs 

 

Convection:  )TT(Ahq mscCONV −=
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qCONV=convection heat transfer, hc=convective heat transfer coefficient, A= convection surface area, Ts=temperature of convection surface, 

Tm= temperature of convection fluid medium at convection surface 

 

Radiation between bodies: )TT(AFq ,RAD
4

2
4

121 −= σε  

 
qRAD=radiation heat transfer, ε=emissivity, σ=Stefan-Boltzman constant, F1,2= view factor between radiation exchange bodies, A= radiation 

area, T1, T2=temperature of radiation exchange bodies 

 

Part of the DC-DC design process is a circuit analysis.  The power module is represented as a grouping of 

electronic circuits.  These circuits are studied using analysis techniques, and part of the results is a listing of the 

power dissipations of each component.  This list is very useful in thermal design because it can be used with 

information about component structure to infer component internal temperatures from externally measured 

temperatures.  The circuit designer will have taken into account the power dissipation limitations in the 

component selection process, and the parts will be capable of withstanding the dissipations without ill effect.  

Generally, the parts dissipating the most power heat up the most.   

 

The DC-DC, its host board, and the surroundings form a thermal area of interest, which can be called a system.  

It’s an aggregate of sources dissipating into surroundings.  It’s complicated, three dimensional, and encompasses 

both distributed, and discrete dissipation sources, distributed thermal paths, distributed thermal capacities, 

multiple mode heat transfer, and temperature gradients.  It’s typical to model this system using computerized 

computational methods that can be found in software such as Flotherm, or Icepack.  Due to the system 

complexity, manual computation of the model seldom yields reliable results.   

 

Expected thermal behavior of components comprising the power module is predicted by a simplified model called 

thermal resistance.  The shorthand is Rθxx  Units are: temperature/power (8C/W)  The usage in a heat transfer 

expression is as follows:   

∆T=RΥ*q       or      TJ-Ta= RΥ*q 

 

Tj

Ta

Ro
q

Pout

Pin

Meaning thermal resistance multiplied by the heat transferred across the resistance equals the temperature 

difference across the resistance.   
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Fig. 1. A thermal system 

 

With this in mind, we can make a simplified thermal representation of a component on a module by showing it as 

a steady state system expressed by:   

 

Pin-Pout=Pdiss           Pdiss=q          ∆T=TJ-Ta 

 

Then   TJ= (RΥ*Pdiss)-Ta 

 

Where:  

TJ:      A temperature of interest in the system, e.g. 

junction of a transistor 

Ta:     A reference temperature, typically the 

surrounding air temperature 

RΥ:     The thermal resistance between TJ, a    

Pin:     Electrical power input 

Pout:   Electrical power delivered 

Pdiss:  Difference in power input and power delivered 

q:      The total of all non-electrical power  

Assume: 

 

All of Pdiss becomes heat (q) 

The system is defined so thermal gradients, distributed dissipations and heating from adjacent components is 

simplified away:  In other words, the system is reduced to single dimensional conduction from multi mode three 

dimensional heat transfer. 

RΥ is a constant discrete value only for the limited steady state system.  RΥ is not constant for a dynamic system. 

Because of the extreme simplification, the bounding constraints are critical.   

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

Older DC-DC technology is dominated by brick technology.  The brick (or fractional versions of) is a low profile 

rectangular module with a footprint approximating that of a building brick. Fig. 2. illustrates a typical brick. This 

module is typically mounted to a dissipating surface such as a heatsink.  The physical construction of these 

modules can be described as a pair of circuit boards stacked closely together.  The lower of the boards is made 

of printed circuit elements bonded onto a dielectrically insulated metal substrate (IMS).  
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Fig. 2.  ½ Brick DC-DC module 

 

 

In these modules, the components, which dissipate the most power, are mounted to the IMS.  The heat of that 

power is mostly conducted through the IMS then into the contacting dissipating surfaces.  The substrate is 

typically populated with power components of the DC-DC converter such as diodes, transistors, magnetic 

devices, and capacitors.  Typically, there is another PCB stacked over the IMS mezzanine style.  This board 

usually contains the control and feature electronics.  Some of these modules are capped, and filled with a free 

flowing potting compound which has the functions of providing dielectric isolation, and serving as heat spreading 

medium.  The use of potting compound makes direct convection of heat off the dissipating components 

impossible.  The heat must conduct to the exterior of the module where it transfers to the ambient by the three 

modes.   

 

Modern DC-DC technology has drifted away from the brick type modules for a variety of reasons including, cost 

reduction, process complexity reduction, and miniaturization.  The technology of the day is the open frame 

module.  Fig 3. illustrates a typical open frame module.  The entire DC-DC module being assembled onto both 
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sides of a multi-layer PCB characterizes this technology.  A metallic connector that mounts the DC-DC off its host 

some standoff distance makes the electrical connections.  The metallic connectors are typically designed to serve 

dual functions of electrical and thermal energy transfer conduits.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Open frame SMT DC-DC module 

 

The task of measuring component temperatures in the open frame module is neater when compared to the older 

potted modules because the lack of obstructing materials makes setup and validation quicker.  On the other 

hand, the open frame module is much more sensitive to experimental setup.  This is mainly because of the 

smaller typical masses of the open frame module, and the subsequent effects of the measurement techniques on 

the heat transfer.   

 

COMPONENTS 
 

Regardless of the power module’s construction technique, the components usually of greatest interest are 

semiconductor and magnetic devices.  They are typically operated nearest their limits.  It’s important to note these 

parts aren’t monolithic; they have internal structures that yield thermal gradients between the exterior, and the 

hottest spot Fig. 4. shows a representation of 2 common semiconductor packages simplified to a network of 

thermal resistors between a representative hot spot TJ, and ambient Ta.   

The components of interest should be measured with a variety of techniques and at different attachment points in 

order to get a feel for the behavior of the part.  If one technique measures lower temperature than another, and 

the measurement is accurate, It’s prudent to report the hottest true temperature, and to infer internal peak 

temperatures from the external, and knowledge of the dissipation in the part.   

Semiconductors 
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Fig. 4.  LF Pack and SO-8 semiconductor package construction representations 

 

The semiconductor is typically a thin rectangular chip of material such as silicon on a metal frame.  Heating 

occurs when electrical current passes through the semiconductor and lead structure.  The bulk of the heating 

happens at the junction, which is roughly on a face of the chip.    TJ  signifies the temperature of the junction.  As 

TJ increases, generally, the part reliability decreases.  This is because all physical parts are subject to physical 

changes that are related to temperature.  This relationship is often expressed in the form of the exponential 

Arrhenius equation, which relates a chemical reaction rate to temperature and activation energy levels.  For 

example:  Real components have minute defects that are small enough to generally not affect the desired 

operation.  But as temperatures increase, inherent chemical reactions that grow the defects speed up.  If the 

growth continues to a point where the defect causes the part to not operate as desired and the part is still in use, 

then it has failed.  Though not the subject of this discussion, it’s important to note that steady state temperature 

isn’t the only thermally driven degradation mechanism.  Dynamic temperature conditions also contribute 

(significantly) to reliability reductions.   

 

Thus the ordinarily insignificant (but always present) defects generally grow with relation to temperature, 

ultimately degrading the part.  In the short term, if the semiconductor is allowed to heat without bound, the internal 

structure can be irrevesibly damaged.  TJ max is a temperature designed by the manufacturer to meet a balance 

between reliability and operational capability.  It should be noted that as T increases, the part may experience 

parametric failure as opposed to catastrophic failure.  For example, the efficiency may decrease below a value 

allowed by the design, or the electronic noise may increase above allowable values.   

 

The typical semiconductor device that has been designed to dissipate more than a few mW of power has 

undergone extensive thermal characterization by the manufacturer.  As a result of the characterization, the 

manufacturer will generally supply values of Rθjc, Rθjl, and Rθja meaning thermal resistance between junction and 

case, lead, ambient.  The thermal resistances are simplifications adequate to predict the thermal behavior of the 

devices for limited circumstances.  These values are given for specific sets of conditions such as still air, 25°C, 

mounted to a certain size, shape, weight of copper on a test coupon PCB.  Rθjc, Rθjl represent thermal resistance 

without the PCB layout variability of Rθja.  They are representations primarily based on internal structures and 

predominantly conduction.  If these values are available from the manufacturer, the benefit to the experimenter is 
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that an easily measurable external component temperature such as Tcase, and knowledge of the power 

dissipation will infer Tjunction.  Generally, the modern power packages for semiconductors have thermal 

resistances in the range of 1-4 W/mK between junction and lead.  The manufacturers have gone to great lengths 

to design highly efficient heat conduction from the packages, and will as a general rule have published Rθjc, Rθjl .  

With all the packages, the technique to infer junction temperature from an external temperature depends on 

accurate knowledge of the thermal resistances, powers.  Recall:  ∆T=RΥ*q .  Hence, if the power dissipation 

through the thermal resistance is small, or the thermal resistance is small, than the difference between the 

external temperature, and junction temperature is also small.   

Example: 

Case 1 
Rjc
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Tcase

Tlead

Tjunction Ql
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TlTj
=

−
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Case 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The example shows that since the thermal resistance between lead and junction is much lower than between 

junction and case, the junction temperature is a strong function of the lead temperature, and weak function of the 

the case temperature.  In any operating case and for all packages, the experimenter must consider the junction 

temperature is always higher (maybe a little, maybe more) than the greatest observed external temperature. 0  

As mentioned above, the component manufacturers have many different new designs all with the aim of reducing 

RθJL.  They are far superior heat transfer compared to the previous SMT dominant package the SO-8.  In order to 

secure confident inference of Tj from Tlead, or Tcase.  The experimenter must be aware of the internal structure 

of the device.   
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Fig. 5. Current power semiconductor package designs from Fairchild, ON Semiconductor 

 

Magnetic devices 
 

The magnetic device is typically made of loops or turns of conductor such as copper surrounded by magnetically 

active material such as ferrite.  Alternating electrical current is passed through the conductors.  This sets up a 

magnetic field around the conductor, and through the magnetic material.  The electric current and induced 

magnetic field incur energy losses, which are distributed through the windings and magnetic material.  The ratio 

between conductor loss and magnetic material loss may be biased either way by the electrical design.  Because 

of the multiple and distributed sources of internal dissipative loss and their dependence on design, the thermal 

model for the SMT magnetic device isn’t easily simplified to a 1 dimensional case.  The effects of overheating a 

magnetic device include: Insulation damage, loss increase, and the decrease of magnetic energy storing 

capability (for example TDK PC44: -40% for temperatures ranging from 25°C to 125°C).  If the magnetic device 

reaches its energy storage limit, it’s condition is known as saturation.  The probable effect in operation is severe 

damage to the DC-DC circuits.  The reduction in energy storage capacity reverses with decreasing levels of 

driving current and or temperature.   

 

Qcore loss

Qcopper loss

Ta

Ta

Fig. 6.  Magnetic device representation 
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 AREAS TO 

COLLECT 

TEMPERATURE

DATA 

Fig 7.  Areas to measure temperature on SMT power inductor 

 

 

DETAILS 
All components used in the DC-DC have thermal interactions.  As described above, some are of more concern.  

By the end of the design cycle, the DC-DC designer will have collected reams of detailed information regarding 

the thermal characteristics, behavior, and interactions of the components and circuits.  Margins will be designed 

in so that the DC-DC operates correctly throughout its temperature range and beyond.   

 

Specific thermal information sources include:   

• Experience 

• Supplier data sheets and Inferred measurements from simplified analogs 

• Confirmation of data on supplier data sheets through experimentation or calculation 

• Predictive modeling 

• Direct measurement  

 

The typical design is evolutionary (contrasting with revolutionary), an outgrowth from previous work.  A benefit of 

incremental development is the advance in baseline performance knowledge.  Beginning with concept, and 

through early design stages, there will be first order or rough information available about performance including 

thermal behavior.  The designer will save much time in the thermal measurement process on a new design by 

reviewing information collected during the design of the predecessor.   

 

As discussed earlier, the manufacturers of the components spend considerable time characterizing their parts.  

Data sheets contain a lot of information regarding material characteristics, and expected performance.  Examples 

are Curie temperatures, thermal conductivities for magnetic materials, or thermal resistances and allowable 

junction temperatures for packaged semiconductor components.  An example of a simplified analogy to a 

complex system is the thermal resistor model of heat transfer in a semiconductor package.   

 

The designer will typically confirm the manufacturers stated thermal performance through experiments.  They 

may be done in the circuit, or with a test coupon.  For example, the designer may document the measured 
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characteristic (e.g. reference voltage) to temperature relationship of a chip in order to confirm a temperature 

coefficient.  Placing the test subject in a controlled thermal environment, measuring the characteristic, then 

altering the temperature, and re-measuring could do this.  A plot could be generated and the coefficient extracted.  

Given appropriate software, the designer may create computer models of the physical components and virtual 

test conditions.  If there is correlation between the model, and supplier predictions, the designer will have a higher 

degree of confidence in the accuracy of both.   

 

The designer may construct a computer model of the entire module in its system.  The model accuracy will 

depend on the accuracy of the individual component models as well as the boundary conditions and solution 

constraints selected.   

 

A thermal model or prediction must be verified or it is not trustworthy.  Direct measurement of the thermal 

behavior of a DC-DC module is a common technique of verification.  Many measurements may be made when 

the device is simply operating on the designers test bench.  However, some measurements must be made while 

the device being tested is in a controlled thermal environment such as a wind tunnel or thermal chamber.  These 

sorts of tests are generally performed for the purpose of establishing baseline thermal performance, and 

collecting the data to publish it. 

 

TECHNIQUES 
 

The primary techniques of thermal measurement are:  

 

• Engineer’s senses.   

• Infrared thermometry 

• Thermal imaging 

• Temperature transducer thermometers using thermocouples.   

• Measuring a temperature dependent parameter of a component device such as Vf(T) of a diode or 

resistance temperature detector. 

THE SENSES 
 

The designer of the power module will observe all aspects of its behavior at very early stages.  Through 

experience, the designer will have a sense that parts are overheating.  This can be conveyed through parts 

smelling hot, feeling hot, or looking hot (heat shimmers).  The designer observing what appears to be a hot 

component can make quick quantitative measurements with a low cost non-contact infrared thermometer.  

Awareness of the part thermal behavior is key to quick recognition of abnormal part performance.  Being astute in 

this aspect will enable the designer to save time by avoiding conditions, which result in the device destruction and 

subsequent repair/replacement.   
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IR THERMOMETRY 
 

Infrared thermometry is non-contact thermal measurement using the fact that all bodies at a temperature above 

absolute 0 (0K = -2738C) radiate infrared energy, a form of light in proportion to its temperature to the 4th power.  

IR thermometry equipment uses detectors that absorb the IR energy, which is then correlated to a temperature 

display.   

 

 

Fig. 8.  Chart of light wavelengths 

 

The basic equations governing the interrelationship of temperature, infrared radiation emission, body properties, 

physical constants:   

 

 1. Kirchoff’s Law 

σ= constant 5.670 x 10-12 W/cm2K4 When an object is at thermal 

Equilibrium, the amount of absorption T=absolute temperature K 
equals the amount of emission.  Energy is not 

accumulating 
 

 

α = ε    

 α = radiant power absorbed/radiant power incident 
 ε = radiant power emitted/radiant power emitted by 

blackbody 3. Wien’s Displacement Law 

The wavelength at which the  
maximum amount of energy is 2. Stefan-Boltzmann Law 
emitted has a linear relationship with the absolute 

temperature. 
The hotter an object becomes the 

more infrared energy it emits. 
  
λmaxT = Constant = 2898 µmK Mir = σT4 W/m2 
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 λ= wavelength   T= absolute temperature 
  
 4. Planck’s Equation 
  
C2=ch/k =1.4387 cmK Describes the spectral radiation from a blackbody.  
c =speed of light =3x1010cm/s 

1

1
25

1

−
=

T
C

e

cM
λ

λ λ
  W/m2µm 

T= absolute temperature K 

h=6.626 x 10-34 Ws2 

k=1.3807 x 10-23 Ws/K λ= wavelength µm 

C1= 2πhc2 =3.7418 x 10-12Wcm2 

 

For practical purposes of operating the IR thermometry equipment, the physical equations aren’t needed, but 

important items to be considered are:   

 

1.  The emissivity of the object being imaged.  Emissivity is a material property that relates how an object emits IR 

energy compared to how well a black body would emit IR energy at the same temperature.  Emissivity is mainly a 

function of molecular structure, and surface condition.  Emissivity ranges from 0 to 1(1= blackbody).   

ελ=1-Rλ-Tλ 

emissivity= 1 –reflectivity-transmissivity.  If the object is opaque to IR, then transmisivity=0 

 

Emissivity is important in calibration of the IR measurement system.  Two objects with different emissivities, which 

are at the same temperature, will indicate 2 different temperatures on the same IR thermal measurement system.  

The experimenter may compensate by calibrating the IR measurement device for each different emissivity 

encountered, or alter all the emissivities in the system to the same value.  It should be noted that emissivity is not 

a function of color; a black object may have lower emissivity than a white one.   

 

2.  The response bandwidth of the IR detection system.  A typical general use response band is 8-14 µm.  This 

bandwidth is usable in air (air temperature doesn’t interfere with the measurement) and for the ordinary 

temperatures encountered in DC-DC design.  It’s important to be aware of the BW so appropriate IR window 

materials may be selected. If for example, the detector operates in the band described above, then an appropriate 

window material must be transparent to IR in the same range of frequencies.  In the example, the window 

material must transmit IR in wavelengths above 8µm.  Should an experimenter select a material opaque to IR in 

the instruments pass band, the instrument will indicate the temperature of the window instead of the object behind 

it.   
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Fig. 9. MathCAD plot of blackbody radiation intensity vs. wavelength at temperatures normally 

encountered in DC-DC design
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When using IR to measure temperature, the surroundings have some effect on the results.  In particular, 

background sources, and reflections can be introduced to the measuring lens, and alter the experiment results.  

The perturbation is typically small, but should be noted.   

TARGET SOURCE

BACKGROUND
SOURCE

 ATMOSPHERE OR WINDOW

IR SENSOR
OPTICS

DETECTOR

SIGNAL
PROCESSING

OUTPUT AND
DISPLAY

 ILLUMINATOR
SOURCE

EMITTED IR

REFLECTED IR

 

 

Fig. 10. Contributors to IR input.  Redrawn from Fred Nicodemus Applied Optics and Optical Engineering. 

Vol. 4.  Academic Press, NY, 1967 

 

A low cost, and popular infrared temperature measurement tool is the infrared thermometer.  It works by focusing 

IR radiation from an area onto a detector, which converts the IR energy into an electrical analog.  The electrical 

signal is processed and calibrated against ambient temperature, and radiating body emissivity (assumed or 

adjustable).  This signal is then sent to a display for conversion to a numerical value indicating the temperature of 

the area as a single point temperature.  The IR thermometer will indicate the temperature as a composite of the 

temperatures actually in the target circle.  The size of the target circle changes with the distance the detector is 

from the object.  The sizes of the target circle will depend on the infrared optics in the device.  For this reason, the 

best accuracy is obtained when the target circle is smaller than the object being measured.  In other words the 

target fills the IR field of view.   
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Fig. 11. From Omega handbook on IR temperature measurement 

 

For purposes of DC-DC design, it’s very convenient to have a focus that constricts to a small spot around 4-12 

inches from the object.  See Fig. 12.   Range 6.  Other features of interest are built in laser pointers indicating the 

target circle, and adjustable emissivity correction.  Infrared thermometers are inexpensive compared to thermal 

imagers, and are easy to use.  Simply point and click.   

 

Fig. 12. Various IR focus diagrams from Omega Scientific, a supplier of IR measurement equipment.   

 

IR THERMOGRAPHY 
 

The thermal imager is an extension of the infrared thermometer.  It makes a matrix measurement of the 

temperatures of an area.  The temperatures are correlated to a map of colors or intensities and displayed as an 

image on a video device.  Typically, the images refresh at some rate.  In simple terms, it’s analogous to a video 

camera that responds to IR energy instead of visible light.  The same use considerations regarding IR 
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thermometers must be observed with the thermal imager.   

 

The thermal imager has great utility in DC-DC design.  The ability to display a map of temperatures in real time 

allows the designer to quickly identify areas at risk of over heating for various dynamic operating conditions.  It 

also graphically illustrates the temperature distribution through the module.  Unexpected hot spots can be quickly 

identified, and remedied.   
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Fig. 13. Picture of PCB with hot components Picture made with Inframetr

The typical modern thermal imager has a great deal of analysis functionality in ad

Usual features include software to generate formatted quantitative reports on the

point measurements, statistical measurements, statistical area definition, interfac

instrument control, or data capture, and standard video output to make free distri

 

As of 2004, the lowest cost thermal imagers effective in mainstream PCB based 

microbolometer focal plane array detectors.  The designer involved with chip leve

more resolution than currently available with microbolometers.  The uncooled mic

expensive to manufacture/sell.  Other designs use detectors requiring cooling, w

liquid nitrogen, Peltier coolers, Stirling coolers.  The cooled cameras generally ha

better thermal resolution.   

 

An additional cost advantage of the uncooled designs over cooled ones is reliabi

imagers, especially the Stirling cooled ones will have an operating life followed b

 

A major area of variability that strongly affects thermal imager usefulness in DC-D

systems field of view, and minimum focusing distance.  The thermal imager will g

as horizontal and vertical angles and a minimum focus distance.  The resolution 

row by column pixel count that fit into the field of view.   

 

For example, an imager has a 50cm minimum focus distance, a 22° x 29° V x H 

V x H resolution.  The minimum field of view is 19.4cm (7.6”) tall x 25.8cm (10.2”)
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mm (0.032”) on the side.  Therefore an imager with this resolution will be able to make a thermograph with grid 

resolution no better than .8mm on the side.   

22�
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Fig. 14.  Diagram of example thermal imager field of view 

 

In order to acquire detailed images of the sizes dealt with in DC-DC design, the camera will often require an 

accessory lens that’s designed to view details on specific magnitudes of resolution.  When choosing a set of IR 

optics, it’s prudent to define the desired maximum viewing area, then work backwards from manufacturer 

specification to decide if the pixel size is fine enough for design needs.  The IR optic selection process should 

also take into account that there are IR optics, which are fixed focus meaning the lens must be a specific distance 

from its target to focus.  If this type of optic is employed, the convenience of use may be affected due to the 

focusing distance not matching the experimental setup requirements.  An example of a potential problem is the 

inability to use a close focus microscope type lens to image a DC-DC operating in a thermal chamber.   

 

For example, in DC-DC open frame design, the modules are generally no larger than 2” x 4”.  In this case the 

appropriate IR optical setup will present the image of the module so that it fills up the camera field of view as 

much as possible.   

 

A typical DC-DC converter has components with different emissivities.  The typical thermal imager will have an 

adjustment for emissivity.  This raises the issue:  As we know, IR temperature measurement equipment detects 

IR energy and correlates it to temperature.  The amount of IR energy radiated is linearly related to the emissivity; 

hence objects at same temperatures may emit different IR energy levels.  This brings up an issue in IR imaging: 

How is the experimenter to measure the temperature of the various parts with different emissivities at the same 

time?  The familiar models of IR thermometry equipment allow for adjustment of the global emissivity, but not 

point value corrections.   

 

Because the typical IR detector technology is an array of detector elements sequentially polled by the instrument 

to construct the image (microbolometer focal plane array), it is possible for the instrument to be designed to self 

calibrate emissivity.  This could be accomplished by imaging an object that is at a known static and isothermal 

condition.  The instrument control system could calibrate each element of the detector by adjusting the individual 

emissivity correction till all detector elements indicated the same temperature.  When the IR imager 

 or call 1-800-41-ASTEC 



 

manufacturers add such a feature, it will be useful to the experimenter.  Current models allow for multiple 

independent emissivity corrections, but not global.  As an example, the NEC TH5104 and Mikron 7200 have 

multipoint (10 points) emissivity correction.  So the operator may have the freedom to independently set the 

emissivity and record the temperature for 10 different points of interest.    

 

The typical method of calibrating the emissivity is to bring the object to a known temperature, then adjust the 

emissivity on the IR thermography equipment until the indicated temperature matches the known temperature.  

This calibration may be done at different temperatures to include the temperature dependence of some materials 

emissivities.  Generally, the polymeric components of the DC-DC module have similar emissivities.  Example: 

epoxy over mould for semiconductor components has emissivity similar to that of solder mask.   

 

Areas of great emissivity difference are bare metals and the different magnetic core materials. Bright metals are 

tricky because they reflect IR much more than the average polymeric material in a DC-DC application.  The 

notable effects are changes in indicated temperature with changes of the angle between the target and focusing 

axis.  Background IR reflecting into the detector will also make measurement deviations.   

In particular, gold (a very common electronics material) has an extremely reflective character, and will indicate 

incorrect temperatures as well as reflect background IR into the detector.   

 

One technique to work around the limits of emissivity calibration is to coat the object with materials that even the 

emissivity.  A useful coating material is antiperspirant spray.  The spray adds a thin coating of electrically non-

conductive material that has fine grainy absorptive characteristics and high emissivity.   

 

The antiperspirant spray is superior to the more commonly used black paint for the following reasons:  low 

flammability hazard, neat, removable, low toxicity, less alteration to the surface heat transfer than a coat of paint.  

It should be noted that any surface coating material will have an effect on the heat transfer and so should be used 

sparingly, and with the knowledge that the temperature indications are different than if the material were not 

present.   

 

A compromise is to not use any surface treatments while using an imager that’s able to make enough emissivity 

corrected spot measurements so the critical component temperatures may be measured accurately.  The balance 

of the thermograph is still useful with accuracy limitations.   
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3 DC-DC 

converters 

sitting idle 

 

Fig. 15.  3 DC-DC converters.  2 with antiperspirant coat, one without 

 

 

 

Fig. 16.  Same 3 DC-DC converters in same position with photo made using visible light camera 

 

In the case of the photos consider that there is an unusual amount of exposed bright gold on the PCB.  This 

material is notoriously difficult to image because of its low emissivity/high reflectivity.   
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When imaging the uncorrected module, the experimenter may adjust the temperature span and resolution 

settings in order to improve the detail of an image of an isothermal module with emissivity differences.    

 

There is an emissivity temperature relationship, which may be documented by imaging an isothermal target at a 

known temperature.  The emissivity is set so the imager indicates the known temperature.  The temperature is 

changed, allowed to stabilize, and the process repeated.  Repeating this process over the range will yield a 

temperature coefficient of the emissivity over the range tested.  In the best case, the emissivity will not change.  

For the temperatures in the ranges commonly encountered in DC-DC design, the emissivity generally doesn’t 

change enough to make significant alteration to the data.   

 

The experimenter should be aware that some imagers need extended warm-up periods.  Imaging an isothermal 

region can test this.  Monitor the indicated temperature while maintaining the isotherm.  The indicated 

temperature should not change over time.  If it does, it’s important to record the amount of drift, if it stabilizes, if 

it’s consistent.  If the drift never stabilizes, or is inconsistent, the imager needs to be repaired.   

 

 

THERMOCOUPLE THERMOMETRY 
 

The contact thermometer using thermocouples (TCs) is an extremely well established method of measuring 

temperature.  The TC is a device using the property that 2 dissimilar metals bonded together at both ends and 

subjected to a temperature gradient will flow a current.  This is known as the Seebeck effect.  If one end is 

opened, then no current can flow, and a voltage (Seebeck voltage) is produced. A thermocouple in simple form is 

this device.    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17.  Diagram of Seebeck effect where Vtc is the Seebeck voltage, α is the Seebeck coefficient 
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The thermocouple voltage is developed as result of different thermoelectric properties of the different TC wires.  

The junction doesn’t develop it.  The junction makes sure the potential between the wires at that point is 0.  The 

TC voltage develops in proportion to the temperature gradient between the point being measured and the sense 

point.  If there is no gradient, then no voltage is developed regardless of the temperature.  Additionally, there is no 

TC voltage developed if only one of TC wires is exposed to a gradient.   

 

Fig. 18. The TC voltage being developed over a length of TC wire with a thermal gradient. 

Vtc

Metal A

Metal B

T1Tr T2T3T4Tr

V1,2V2,3V3,4V4,RV=0

 

The TC is generally used with a TC thermometer which is specifically designed to measure the very small 

voltages (magnitude: µV/C), is compensated for the different values of α, for different TC metal combinations, 

range related non linearity’s, and importantly, the effects of the additional TC junctions created by the physical 

connection of the TC wires to the measuring device.  The TC thermometer accomplishes this by making the 

connections on an isothermal block, and measuring its temperature.   

Vtc
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Constantan -

J1
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Copper
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Fig. 19.  A TC connection diagram showing the creation of TC junctions as a result of the instrument 

connecting and TC wires being different metals.    
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As with all techniques of thermometry, various TCs have their own typical behaviors and quirks.  A table of 

common types of TCs used in DC-DC design.   

 

Type/ 

connecto

r color 

+metal/color - metal/color 
Coefficien

t 

Basic 

accuracy 

@0°C 

Temp range Characteristic behaviors 

J/black iron/white 
constantan/re

d 
50µV/°C 1.5% -50-900 °C 

Galvanic action between 

wires if damp, Fe is 

ferromagnetic, not 

typically used in cold 

environments 

K/yellow 
chromel/yello

w 
alumel/red 40µV/°C 1.5% 

-100-1370 

°C 

Wires don’t solder very 

well, need to be welded. 

spurious signals if used in 

moving systems 

T/blue copper/blue 
constantan/re

d 
40µV/°C .5% -100-350 °C 

Very high thermal 

conductivity of copper 

wire, will act as heat sink 

and influence reading 

 

Thermocouples are commercially supplied generally as pre made lengths of TC wire with a welded connection at 

one end, or as spools of wire.  For DC-DC design, its convenient, and cost effective to purchase the TC wire in 

bulk, paired and insulated.  The experimenter may cut the needed amount to length, trim the insulation off, and 

form the TC junction either by soldering or welding.  See Appendices for equipment listings. 

 

TC thermometry is low cost, well accepted, but requires careful attention to technique or the measurement may 

be inaccurate.   

 

Some points on TC use:   

 

1.  Consider the size of the object being measured.  An ideal situation is to make the TC as small as possible.  

For small electronic components:  40AWG is minimally intrusive, may be terminated without much difficulty.  As a 

point of interest, it should be noted that significant differences in indicated temperature have been observed 

between 36AWG and 40AWG type T wire.  This suggests the accuracy benefits of using type T wire might be 
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counteracted by induced experimental error.  J or K types have much lower thermal conductivity.  The behavior of 

the TC acting as a heatsink is commonly known as thermal shunting.   

 

2.  The TC attachment method can significantly influence the indicated temperature.  The experimenter should 

use the minimum amount of adhesive needed to make a secure bond.  The wires should be routed off the device 

neatly, and close to avoid inadvertently making the TC wire into a heatsink.  An appropriate adhesive will have 

high thermal conductivity the goal being to promote intimate contact between the surface being measured and the 

TC.   

 

3.  The TC wire should be treated gently.  Kinks, bends, and stretches can break, or worse: decalibrate the wire 

and cause unobvious measurement error.  Where a long length of wire is needed, an extension of heavier gauge 

is useful in minimizing the exposure of the fine TC measuring wire.  The experimenter is cautioned to use TC 

connectors of the same type as the wire being used.   

 

4.  The TC voltage and Seebeck coefficient are small and therefore measurements of these voltages are 

susceptible to electronic interference.  Often, it’s helpful to use mitigating practices such as shielding, short runs.  

For example:  Fine gauge TC wire is used to reduce the thermal shunting effects, but has more resistance per 

length than larger wire.  The increased resistance increases the impedance of the thermal sensing circuit, and 

hence increases the susceptibility to coupled electronic noise.  A countermeasure is to employ larger gauge 

extension wire to prevent the overall impedance from rising to a level that becomes problematic.   

 

5.  TC thermometry is subject to 2 areas of calibration error.  The TC’s and the TC thermometer.  Field calibration 

of the TC thermometer may be accomplished through the use of a TC simulator.   It’s a precision device of known 

calibration, which simulates a TC voltage for a selected temperature.  In use, the operator matches the TC types 

between thermometer and simulator.  The simulator and thermometer are connected and a temperature selected.  

The thermometer should indicate a temperature corresponding to the set temperature.  Differences indicate the 

thermometer needs service or calibration.   

 

If the temperature is consistent with the calibrator setting, then the user may install a TC into the thermometer, 

and expose the TC to a known temperature such as an ice bath (confirm temp with reference thermometer).  The 

system of TC and thermometer should indicate the known temperature.  This is known as single point calibration 

and it depends on the TC voltage/temperature relation’s linearity.  For purposes of DC-DC design, this is 

sufficient.  If the experimenter has doubts about the calibration, discarding the suspect TC is generally not 

expensive.   

 

6.  Because the TC junction merely serves the purpose of bringing the potential difference between the TC wires 

to 0V at the point of the junction, then welding the TC is equivalent to soldering it.  If the wires are extremely fine 
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and made of solderable materials, it’s easier to solder the joint than to weld it.  A technique is to use a very sharp 

knife to separate the insulated TC wire pair, and then use the same knife to gently cut away the insulation.  Great 

care is taken to avoid stretching or nicking the wire.  The bare pigtails are twisted together all the way to the 

insulation.  The wires are soldered together all the way to the insulation, then trimmed close.  The end result is a 

compact TC easy to make.  An alternate method to make an easy to glue on fine gauge TC is to twist a length of 

stripped TC wire together all the way to the insulation, then use very sharp tweezers as a mandrel to roll up the 

twisted wire into a small coil.  Solder the coil so it forms a small ball.  Press the ball flat and thin in an arbor press.  

This forms a small thermocouple junction disk.  The small disk will be easily attached to the small flat surfaces 

such as transistor tops.   

 

Fig. 20.  Stages of Thermocouple Preparation:  Bulk wire to Completed Thermocouple 

 

To measure an approximate point temperature such as a transistor hotspot, make a very fine thermocouple as 

described above.  Roll the wire on edge into a flat “fiddlehead” type shape.  Attach the flat coil of TC wire to the 

surface of interest with a small amount of thermally conductive adhesive.  The object is to bring the end of the 

insulated wire to the same isothermal temperature as the measurement target without interfering with the heat 

transfer off the surface of the component.  A rule of thumb is to have 20 wire diameters of length away from the 

junction be attached to an isotherm.   

 

Welding very fine TC wire is difficult.  A common lab expedient technique possible way to weld them is to charge 

a low voltage capacitor, and use it to generate the pulsed energy to weld.  The contact to the thermocouple may 

be made with the carbon brush from an electric motor.   

THERMOCOUPLE
WIRE PAIR

SPLIT AND
STRIPPED TWISTED SOLDERED TRIMMED ROLLED INTO

COIL
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For welding larger TC wire, specific purpose capacitor discharge welders are available.  They are hard to use on 

fine TC wire because they aren’t able to provide welding pulses with small enough energy levels and tend to burn 

up the wires rather than form a TC junction ball.  See the list of equipment suppliers in the appendices.   

 

The Omega Temperature Handbook is free, and has numerous tables of TC technical data, and excellent 

discussion regarding the use of TC’s and IR for thermometry.   

 

Device Temperature Dependent Parameters 
 

Most physical properties of the materials used in DC-DC design have predictable temperature dependencies.  Of 

the properties, it’s convenient to use semiconductor junction voltages, and other component temperature 

coefficients of resistance to infer temperatures.  Measuring these properties over temperature is relatively simple, 

and requires only circuitry as opposed to complex testing apparatus, which would be needed to test other 

properties.   

As an example:  A forward biased PN junction has a forward voltage drop that varies with temperature according 

to the following variation of the Schockley (diode) equation:   
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V1, V2 = forward voltage dro

K = Boltzman constant = 1.3

T = absolute temp K 

q = charge of 1 electron = 1
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be evaluated.  The device is wired and the experimenters may directly infer the internal temperatures of the 

package by measurement of the junction characteristics over temperature.   

 

Another common device temperature dependent parameter is resistance.  Common temperature sensors using 

this property (called α:  The temperature coefficient of resistance.) are known as RTDs (resistance temperature 

detector) and thermistors.  They’re both resistors that have been designed to be much more temperature 

sensitive than the common resistor.   
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Rearrange to  

α = temp coefficient 

of resistance 

T=Temperature 

R=Resistance 

 

Given a known temperature, and resistance associated with that temperature, the experimenter may quantify a 

change in temperature based on the change in resistance, and value of α.  Like PN junctions, thermistors and 

RTD’s may be used to create temperature-detecting circuits.   

 

Environmental Simulation 
 

The DC-DC module is designed to operate within a range of temperatures outside ordinary office temperatures.  

For example, 20-25°C are temperatures one would expect in an office, while a common operating temperature 

range for a DC-DC would be –40°C to 85°C.  This difference creates a challenge for the designer to perform 

testing at the temperature extremes.  The DC-DC performance characteristics over the operating temperature 

range will change; the designer must record those changes, and test sufficiently to guarantee operation.  The two 

primary means to provide the broad thermal environment are:   

 

• Environmental simulation chambers 

• Heated wind tunnels 

• Thermal forcing devices 
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Environmental Chamber 
 

Environmental simulation chambers are devices that create an isothermal test space at a user selectable 

temperature.  This is accomplished with an insulated test box, access portals, controller, refrigeration, heating, 

and ambient atmosphere circulation.  The isothermal environment inside the test space is driven buy strong 

turbulent airflow.   

 

 

Fig. 21.  Tenney Junior compact environmental chamber 

 

These chambers are useful in performing tests such as temperature dependent parameter recording, and 

temperature cycling.  Some chambers are available with computer interfaces (GPIB) to ease automated testing.  

The benefit of these devices is moderate price, portability, and ability to create a sub-ambient environment.  The 

major drawback is the airflow isn’t laminar or controlled.  Tests requiring that type of thermal environment are 

discussed below.  The thermal chamber is useful for collecting IR thermographs.  The technique is to install the 

device to be imaged and attendant wiring into the chamber.  The window is made of appropriate IR transparent 

material, and the system is operated.   

 

The window may be created by modifying the door to accommodate a removable frame.  Some chamber 

manufacturers will be willing to create custom doors, which have designed in removable window frames.  The IR 

window will restrict air circulation and help the chamber maintain the temperature while, at the same time, allow 

IR imaging.  The chamber also helps to even up the background IR radiation by restricting the external sources of 

IR which could reflect off the device being imaged.  The experimenter can cover the window frame with taut (not 
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stretched!) polyethylene film or mylar.  It’s important to test the film for consistent transmission over the operating 

temperature range.  Some films will change their characteristics, which can skew the results.  This characteristic 

may be tested by calibration similar to that performed for emissivity.  A target of known temperature and with 

constant emissivity is imaged without the film.  Adjustments are made so the IR indicated temperature matches 

the known temperature.  Then the film window is installed, and the measurement repeated.  The imager 

emissivity is readjusted if necessary so the indicated and known temperatures match.  This is repeated for 

another temperature.  “Glad Wrap” kitchen plastic film works well.  “Saran Wrap” doesn’t work as well because it 

has temperature dependent properties within the range of interest and thus influences the measurements in a 

way that’s hard to calibrate out.   

 

If the chamber door realistically can’t be modified to make a window, a lab expedient technique is to replace the 

door with several sheets of foil backed polyurethane foam as may be purchased from building supply centers.  It’s 

a simple matter to cut a window in the foam sheets.   

 

Wind Tunnel 
 

Unlike the thermal chamber, which uses strong turbulent indeterminate airflow, heated wind tunnels are used to 

simulate elevated ambient conditions with known airflows.  Because of the significant dissipations encountered in 

some applications, still ambient air isn’t always enough to keep the temperatures as low as desired.  Flowing air 

is needed and the amount must be quantified.  The heated wind tunnel allows the designer to characterize 

thermal performance as applicable to specific temperatures and flow rates.  A particular form of data is the 

derating curve.   

This plot relates maximum allowable ambient temperature to current output for different values of operating loads, 

and cooling airspeed.  It’s intended to convey the high temperature boundary of operation.  If the boundary is 

observed, then the temperatures of parts in the converter are below some critical value.  A typical technique the 

curve data could be collected is:  First, fixture the DC-DC in the test section of the tunnel.  The experimenter then 

measures the temperature of the most worrisome hot component.  The air speed is fixed.  The DC-DC load 

current is increased until the maximum allowable output current or desired temperature of the hot component is 

reached.  When that happens, the point is recorded.  This is repeated for other air speeds.  When all the limit 

points for different airspeeds are collected for a given temperature, the temperature is incremented and the 

process repeated.  It should be noted that for lower ambients and higher cooling airflow rates, the limiting 

measurement would be the maximum allowable output current.  For higher ambients, lower flow rates; the limit 

will tend to be the hot spot temperature.   
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The wind tunnel is capable of being used for the same thermal characterization as the environmental chamber to 

test at temperatures above room ambient with the additional feature that the airspeed and temperature are known 

and thus reportable.  At the time of writing, there are no typical tests relevant to DC-DC design that require known 

airflow and temperatures below room ambient.  In other words, the wind tunnels for DC-DC design really don’t 

need refrigeration.   
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Fig. 22. Example thermal derating curve 
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Fig 23. CLWT 100 recirculating heated wind tunnel from QATS 



 

The tunnel works by creating a laminar uniform flow of air through an area in which a test sample is placed.  In 

the case of DC-DC, the air is at temperatures of ambient and above.  The typical wind tunnel in use for DC-DC 

thermal derating will have the following characteristics:   

 

The test air will be heated 

The tunnel will recirculate or flow the air in a closed loop 

There will be flow straightener, accelerator, test area, diffusion, propulsion, and control sections.  

 

As discussed above, the wind tunnel has the additional capability of variable of air speed.  Measuring this 

requires an instrument known as an anemometer.  In DC-DC design, the anemometer needs to be calibrated 

over the entire temperature range of interest, and needs to be minimally disruptive to the airflow.  There are two 

common types of handheld anemometers:  rotating vane type, and hot wire anemometer.  The hot wire type is 

much more suitable because it causes minimal disruption of the flow.   

  

 

Fig. 24  A hot wire anemometer and a rotating vane anemometer from TSI inc.   

 

In use, the probe tip is placed in the airflow to be measured.  The axis of the probe is perpendicular to the flow; 

the plane of the opening in the probe is also perpendicular to the flow.  The user needs to place the measuring 

element at the as close to possible, the same location in the airstream as the component of interest.  This is to 

reduce effects of velocity gradients, which could cause misleading data to be collected.   

 

HOT WIRE ELEMENT 

IN OPENING 

PROTECTIVE SHEATH 

 

Fig 25 Close up of the anemometer probe 
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Wind tunnels meeting the requirements for DC-DC design may be purchased or fairly simply constructed.  The 

important features are uniform temperature and airspeed through the test section or at the least a “sweet spot” of 

uniform characteristics large enough for the sample.  Also important: easy access to the test section for 

thermometry, and anemometry, heating capability, close control of the temperature and airspeed, data collection 

capability, safety features.   

 

Accurate temperature and airspeed measurement capability at the area of interest are important to ensure 

context correct data is collected.  As an example, if the anemometer indicates a lower airspeed than is actually 

flowing across the area of interest (could be caused by having nonuniform airspeed across test section) then the 

power dissipation to temperature relationship could be under represented.  A potential result is the device power 

dissipation capability is overrated.  If the current based derating curve indicates odd behavior, then collect a 

dissipation based derating curve to confirm the accuracy of the data.  The current capability may change due to 

efficiency peaking, but the power dissipation derating should show a decreasing dissipation capacity as 

temperature increases.   

 

As a clue to recognizing questionable results:  If the plots cross, there is measurement or device misbehavior 

that’s causing it.  There isn’t a mechanism for a device with less airflow, to hold a lower hotspot than the same 

device with more airflow.   

 

In a DC-DC design wind tunnel, the air speeds are considered slow as far as wind tunnels go.  The range is 0 to 5 

m/s or about 0-1000 ft/m (LFM).  5 m/s is a hurricane in electronics cooling.  More common airspeeds 

encountered in DC-DC design are limited to 3 m/s or 0-600 LFM.   

 

If the experimenter elects to construct a wind tunnel for DC-DC characterization, The following features are 

recommended:   

 

• The tunnel is recirculating, heated, insulated.   

• The orientation of the flow is horizontal so the simulation of a device in a PCB doesn’t artificially introduce 

natural convection chimney cooling effect.  Be aware the DC-DC heated air will tend to flow up.  The flow 

in the tunnel will be affected more by buoyancy effects if the tunnel is poorly insulated.   

• The orientation is alternately vertical to simulate a DC-DC mounted largely on edge, and the chimney 

cooling that will be seen.    

• The accelerator and test sections are axially symmetric so the flow uniformity is enhanced in both 

dimensions.   

• If possible, the ratio of accelerator Acs to test section Acs is 3:1 or larger 
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• The accelerator transitions from and to the diffuser and settling chambers need to be smooth and gentle.  

A very common accelerator design referred to in literature about wind tunnels is to have the constriction 

profile follow a 5th degree polynomial.  The designer may influence the shape of the curve by selecting 

different values of coefficients.   

• Flows do not make sharp bends easily.  Direction changes need to be smooth.  A flow direction change 

around a sharp corner will result in the flow becoming turbulent, and lossy from fluid dynamic perspective.  

This hinders the operation of the tunnel through increasing propulsion requirements, and tends to drive 

the flow toward turbulence.   

• The air propulsion system needs low speed stable control as well as high speed.  It also needs to be 

capable of elevated ambient temperature operation.  This suggests the air be driven by impellers with 

motors located outside the flow; drive being achieved by mechanical coupling means such as belts.  

Impellers could be squirrel cage blowers, or propellers on bearing blocks.  Fractional horsepower DC 

motors and controllers are readily available which have a wide range speed capability.  

• Air speed may be set through dial set motor controllers or by using process type controllers.  The process 

controller can be set to use an external reference voltage provided by computer controlled DA.  This 

technique enhances the usefulness in an automated data collection setting.   

• Air temperature may be set through thermostatic type controllers, or as above process controllers.  The 

Air temperature control system must have fail-safes incorporated so dangerous temperatures aren’t 

created.  At a minimum, the failsafe should compare the heater local temperature with a safe threshold, 

and positively disconnect power to the heaters if the threshold is crossed.   

• Air speed measurement and feedback may be accomplished by using an anemometer transducer.  This 

is an anemometer that delivers a voltage analog in proportion to the airspeed.   

• Air temperature measurement may be accomplished by thermocouple probes.   

• Automation of the derating curve data collection is extremely helpful.  This is accomplished through 

including the temperature of a hotspot on the device into a loop of the control software.  The detection of 

the hotspot may be made through thermocouples, IR imagers, or a device called an IR thermocouple (this 

device is a point IR thermometer with a voltage output that’s proportional to a TC.   

A partial BOM for an automated derating curve data collection system:   

• Wind tunnel with temperature and airspeed remote control.   

• Computer with remote control hardware and software e.g. Lab View and GPIB.   

• Data acquisition system with TC and voltmeter input, analog output, remote control.   

• Active sources and loads with remote control.   

• Current shunts to create voltage analogs of source and load currents for the data acquisition.   

• Anemometers and TC thermometers for correlation 
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The lab constructed wind tunnel will have a bill of materials less than a commercial one, and if constructed 

properly will have more features and importantly, an internally documented and well known control scheme which 

can be used to automate the derating curve data collection.  The drawback is it takes a great deal of engineering 

effort to construct a tunnel and support software/hardware with useful features.   

 

Thermal Forcing Machines 

Thermal forcing machines are forced large capacity heating/cooling devices.  They force the temperature of a 

device to be tested to a set point temperature extremely rapidly.  Their primary use is in line testing in 

manufacturing.  Some products have extremely high performance requirements and at times, it’s necessary to 

guarantee the performance through actual testing.  If the requirement is for testing at a temperature other than 

ambient, then the thermal forcing machine is the tool of choice.   

AIR FLOW 

REFRIGERATION 

SYSTEM 

SHROUD:  COVERS 

DEVICE UNDER TEST 

MOVING 

TEMPERATURE HEAD 

CONTAINS HEATERS 

AIR CONNECTION HOSE

CONTROL TOUCH 

PANEL

 

Fig. 26.  Thermonics 2500 thermal forcing system 

The thermal forcing machine typically envelops the device to be tested with temperature-conditioned air delivered 

with a device-covering shroud.  Alternately, the device to be tested is placed in a purpose designed, thermal 

isolating chamber, and soaked with the conditioned air.  When using these machines, temperature measurement 

and control is usually achieved with thermocouples.  The machines will expel large volumes of temperature-
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conditioned air until either the air temperature reaches the set point, or the feedback thermocouple (attached to 

the device being tested) indicates that the set point temperature has been reached.   
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Fig 27.  Picture of a purpose designed thermal fixture from Temptronics 
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Properties of Interest Common in DC-DC Design 
 

These values should be researched for the specific application.  The table below contains values 

published by the industry for specific products and is for example only.   
 

PCB glass transition temperature: ≈1258C to 1808C 

Sn/Pb solder 63/37  Melt point: ≈1838C 

Schottky diode operational max junction temperature: ≈100-1508C 

MOSFET operational max junction temperature: ≈150-1758C 

Ferrite Curie point:  > 2008C 

MPP Curie point:  > 4008C 

Magnetic winding wire insulation burn through: ≈1808C 

MLCC X7R capacitor: ≈1258C 

Thick film chip resistor: ≈125-1558C 

Typical small signal semiconductor device operational max junction temperature: ≈ 1258C 

 

Copper temperature coefficient of resistance: 0.004 Ω/K 

Copper thermal conductivity: ≈ 380-400 W/mK 

Typical PCB lumped thermal conductivity perpendicular to plane: ≈ .5 W/mK Strong PCB specific dependence! 

Typical PCB lumped thermal conductivity parallel to plane: ≈ 15W/mK Strong PCB specific dependence! 

PCB FR4 dielectric thermal conductivity: ≈0.02 W/mK 

Silicon junction temperature coefficient of Vf:  common –0.002 V/K 
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From Omega Engineering Inc.  See table of suppliers 
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Thermal Conductivity  

Material 
Thermal 

conductivity 

(cal/sec)/(cm2 C/cm)

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/m K)* 

Silver 1.01 406.0 

Copper 0.99 385.0 

Brass ... 109.0 

Aluminum 0.50 205.0 

Iron 0.163 ... 

Steel ... 50.2 

Lead 0.083 34.7 

Mercury ... 8.3 

Ice 0.005 1.6 

Glass, ordinary 0.0025 0.8 

Concrete 0.002 0.8 

Water at 20 C 0.0014 ... 

Asbestos 0.0004 ... 

Hydrogen at 0 

C 
0.0004 0.14 

Helium at 0 C 0.0003 0.14 

Snow (dry) 0.00026 ... 

Fiberglass 0.00015 0.04 

Brick, insulating ... 0.15 

Cork board 0.00011 0.04 

Wool felt 0.0001 0.04 

Rock wool ... 0.04 

Styrofoam ... 0.01 

Wood 0.0001 0.12-0.04 
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Air at 0 C 0.000057 0.024 

 

Source: Georgia State University Hyper Physics Web Site 

From: Young, Hugh D., University Physics, 7th Ed. Table 15-5 

Resistivity 

Material 
Resistivity ρ 

(ohm m) 

Temperature 

coefficient 

per degree C 

Conductivit

y σ  

x 107 /Ωm 

Silver 1.59 x10-8 .0061 6.29 

Copper 1.68 x10-8 .0068 5.95 

Aluminum 2.65 x10-8 .00429 3.77 

Tungsten 5.6 x10-8 .0045 1.79 

Iron 9.71 x10-8 .00651 1.03 

Platinum 10.6 x10-8 .003927 0.943 

Manganin 48.2 x10-8 .000002 0.207 

Lead 22 x10-8 ... 0.45 

Mercury 98 x10-8 .0009 0.10 

Nichrome 

(Ni,Fe,Cr 

alloy) 
100 x10-8 .0004 0.10 

Constantan 49 x10-8 ... 0.20 

Carbon* 

(graphite) 
3-60 x10-5 -.0005 ... 

Germanium* 1-500 x10-3 -.05 ... 

Silicon* 0.1-60 ... -.07 ... 

Glass  
1-

10000 
x109 ... ... 

Quartz 

(fused)  
7.5 x1017 ... ... 

Hard rubber  1-100 x1013 ...  
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Source: Georgia State University Hyper Physics Web Site 

From:  Giancoli, Douglas C., Physics, 4th Ed, Prentice Hall, (1995). 
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Thermal Expansion Coefficients at 20 C  

Material 
Fractional 

expansion 

per degree C x10-6 

Fractional 

expansion 

per degree F x10-6 

Glass, 

ordinary 
9 5 

Glass, Pyrex 4 2.2 

Quartz, fused 0.59 0.33 

Aluminum 24 13 

Brass 19 11 

Copper 17 9.4 

Iron 12 6.7 

Steel 13 7.2 

Platinum 9 5 

Tungsten 4.3 2.4 

Gold 14 7.8 

Silver 18 10 

 

Source: Georgia State University Hyper Physics Web Site 
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Specific heats and molar heat capacities for various substances at 20 C  

Substance c in J/gm K

c in cal/gm K 

or 

Btu/lb F 

Molar 

C 

J/mol K

Aluminum 0.900 0.215 24.3 

Bismuth 0.123 0.0294 25.7 

Copper 0.386 0.0923 24.5 

Brass 0.380 0.092 ... 

Gold 0.126 0.0301 25.6 

Lead 0.128 0.0305 26.4 

Silver 0.233 0.0558 24.9 

Tungsten 0.134 0.0321 24.8 

Zinc 0.387 0.0925 25.2 

Mercury 0.140 0.033 28.3 

Alcohol 

(ethyl) 
2.4 0.58 111 

Water 4.186 1.00 75.2 

Ice (-10 C) 2.05 0.49 36.9 

Granite .790 0.19 ... 

Glass .84 0.20 ... 

 

Source: Georgia State University Hyper Physics Web Site 
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Texts of Interest 

 

Azar, Kaveh, Editor,  Thermal Measurements in Electronics Cooling,  CRC Press,  Boca Raton,  1997 

 

Azar, Kaveh,  Experimental Methods in Electronics Cooling,  Course Notes by Kaveh Azar,  Westwood, 2001 

 

Krum, Al,  Sergent, Jerry,  Thermal Management Handbook for Electronic Assemblies,  McGraw-Hill,  New York,  

1998 

 

Remsburg, Ralph,  Thermal Design of Electronic Equipment,  CRC Press,  Boca Raton,  2001 

 

Remsburg, Ralph,  Advanced Thermal Design of Electronic Equipment,  Chapman & Hall,  New York,  1998 

 

Schlessinger, Monroe,  Infrared Technology Fundamentals,  Marcel Dekker, Inc.,  New York,  1995 

 

ASTM committee E20 on temperature measurement,  Manual on the use of thermocouples in temperature 

measurement,  ASTM,  1993 

 

Pradeep Lall, Michael G. Pecht, Edward B. Hakim,  Influence of Temperature on Microelectronics and System 

Reliability,  CRC Press,  Boca Raton,  1997 

 

Omega Engineering Inc.,  Omega Temperature Handbook, periodically published by Omega Engineering 

 

Flomerics Inc.,  Electronics Cooling Magazine, Published monthly 

 

Sung Jin Kim, Sang Woo Lee, Editors,  Air Cooling Technology for Electronic Equipment,  CRC Press,  Boca 

Raton,  1996 

 

Frank P. Incropera, David P. DeWitt,  Introduction to Heat Transfer 2nd Ed.,  John Wiley & Sons,  New York,  1990 

 

Adel S. Sedra, Kenneth C. Smith,  Microelectronic Circuits,  Holt Rinehart, and Winston,  New York,  1987 
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Equipment and Materials 
 
OMEGA Engineering, INC. 
One Omega Drive 
Stamford, Connecticut 06907-0047 
P.O. Box 4047 
Tel: (800)-848-4286 
Tel: (203)-359-1660 
Fax: (203)-359-7700 
Thermocouples, thermocouple wire, switches, 
electronics, accessories, Thermocouple Welder.  IR 
thermometers, heaters, high temperature 
withstanding connection wire, broad selection of 
scientific measurement equipment 
 
Mikron Infrared, Inc. 
16 Thornton Road 
Oakland, New Jersey 07436 USA  
Tel: (201)-405-0900 
Tel: (800)-631-0176 USA Only 
FAX: (201)-405-0090  
Infrared imagers, IR software, IR windows 
 
FLIR Systems, Inc. 
16505 SW 72nd Avenue 
Portland, OR 97224  USA 
Tel: (503)-684-3731 
Tel: (800)-322-3731 
FAX: (503)-684-3207 
Infrared imagers, IR software, IR windows 
 
DCC CORPORATION 
7300 North Crescent Boulevard, 
Building 5 
Pennsauken, NJ 08110 
Tel: (856)-662-7272 
Tel: (800)-991-5207  
FAX: (856)-662-7862 
Thermocouple welders, ultra light aircraft 

 
THERM-X of California Hayward Office  
31363 Medallion Drive Hayward, CA 94544 
Tel: (510)-441-7566 
FAX: (510)-441-2414 
Temperature measuring equipment, TC welders, IR 
 
Unitek Miyachi Corporation. 
1820 S. Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016   
Tel: (626)-303-5676 
FAX: (626)-358-8048 
TC welder, high tech welders $$$ 
 
Advanced Thermal Solutions 
89-27 Access Road 
Norwood, MA 02062 
Tel: (781)-769-2800 
FAX: (781)-769-9979 
Wind tunnels, controllers, liquid crystal thermometry,  
 
TSI Incorporated 
500 Cardigan Road 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55126-3996 
Tel: (800)-874-2811 
FAX: (651)-490-3824 
Anemometers, air flow transducers 
 
Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company 
12001 Lackland Road St. Louis, Missouri, 63146 
Tel: (314)-878-4600 –  
Tel: (800)-4WATLOW 
Process controllers, heaters, and sensors 
 
Thermonics Inc.  
3350 Scott Blvd. # 32  
Santa Clara, CA 95054  
 
Tel: (408) 496-6838  
FAX: (408) 496-6918 
Thermal forcing machines, temperature test fixtures 
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